
Unleashing cloud developers on the Edge





We enable companies to slash the time 

to build and deploy Edge AI apps

by providing a production ready end-to-end 

platform of AI, hardware and cloud tools.



Our integrated software +hardware lets you focus on solving 
business problems (not edge infrastructure problems)

DARCY AI
Empowers all developers to build 

real-time AI intended for 

deployment in the real world.

DARCY CAM
Smart, sleek computer vision edge 

camera. Build and test in the lab, 

easily deploy it into the real world.

DARCY CLOUD
Operate your remote hardware and 

software just like anything else in 

the cloud.

BUILD DEPLOY RUN



Darcy AI

AI DESIGNED FOR CLOUD DEVELOPERS
Created for developers that know more about Node, Python 

and Go, than TensorFlow and building AI apps.

BUILT-IN PEOPLE PERCEPTION
Attach any input source (local camera, remote AI camera or 

test video) for people centric AI right out of the box:

- Full Posenet support

- Facial Data points

- Posture and Gait

- Unique visitor tracking including path crossing

- Mask detection

EASILY INTEGRATE YOUR OWN MODELS
Easily extend with your own AI models. Use Tensorflow light

models you find on the web or build your own. Compatible

with Google Coral.



Darcy CAM

BEAUTIFUL DESIGN-INSIDE AND OUT
Available in desktop, kiosk and wall mount configurations, 

Darcy Cam’s friendly and beautiful aesthetics looks great in 

any environment.

EASY INSTALLATION AND SETUP
Up and running in 5 minutes, easy add wifi, connect to the 

cloud and you’re good to go.

POWER PACKED AI
- Dual coral AI accelerators

- 8MP 1080P video sensor

- Flir Lepton 2.5 Thermal sensor

- Built-in tamper detection

- Ready to run multiple AI models

- Capable of 4 trillion ops/sec



Darcy Cloud

EASILY CONNECT YOUR EDGE
Create multi-cloud, hybrid cloud, multi-tier, edge-to-edge 

topologies with no open ports, no VPNs, no NAT tunnels, with 

one command.

OPERATE THE EDGE LIKE THE CLOUD
Orchestrate all aspects of your edge from the Cloud: 

provisioning, deployment, orchestration, resources, 

monitoring, and updates.

INTEGRATE WITH ANYTHING
Automate everything from your existing clouds, tools and 

applications. Integrate with the rest of your existing 

infrastructure through OpenAPI.



Control Plane

Deploy control plane into the cloud, bare metal, edge, onto K8s or 

air gapped. Manage distributed fleets of Agents within multiple 

namespaces.

Infrastructure Deployment

Deploy controller, agents and edge resources from centralized, k8s 

consistent yml. Repeatable deployment using CI/CD or edgectl 

tooling.

Microservice Orchestration

Deploy micro services to edge nodes via control plane. Edge

aware scheduling of resources, App life-cycle management,

custom container registries.

Heterogeneous Hardware

Mix and match x86 and ARM. Support for GPU, TPU, VPU, etc at 

the edge for specialized edge applications.

EdgeOps Tooling

Automate and manage, deploy, collect logs, metrics and state. 

Update orchestration of runtime environment, all from edgectl or 

REST APIs.

Darcy Cloud Features

Edge Resources

Externalized hardware can be registered as Edge Resources on 

Agents. E.g. robot arm, specialized NIC. Use in scheduling, 

deployment, lifecycle.

Fluidic Edge Runtime

Make changes to ECN topology, migrate agents from one ECN to 

another, migrate apps or microservices between agents, all at 

runtime.

Virtual Application Networks

Create logical overlay distributed applications. Share public ports 

spanning multi data centers and cloud, route messages, service 

data and traffic.

Edge Native Abstractions

Edge Native Kinds control plane, controller, agent, agent runtime 

config, volumes, routes and applications. All drive by yaml files.

Developer SDKs

SDKs available in Golang, node.js, python, java and C make 

developing EdgeAI applications simple.



Security Plugins

TPM support for secure boot, runtime checks for security 

breaches on Agent host

Password-less secure remote access

Console access for any managed device without insecure 

passwords and ssh.

Centralized Log Collection

Forwarding of all Agent, OS and microservice logs for 

searching/analytics into Edgeworx Cloud. Customizable end 

point(s) for data forwarding

System Monitoring

Real time collection of >1000 system metrics for performance 

or trouble shooting analysis. Metrics forwarded to cloud for 

realtime/offline review.

Automated Spin up of new device fleets

Automate the OS installation, boot up, registration and 

connection to Cloud without human intervention.

Darcy Agent Features



Darcy enables partners & customers to focus on solving business 
needs, without getting buried in edge infrastructure problems.



Temperature Screening

Mask Detection

Symptom Questionnaire pre-screening

Public Health policy data collection and 
reporting

Used by schools and businesses, to screen 
thousands of people every day

Darcy is keeping people 
safe and helping businesses 
stay open during Covid

meetdarcy.com



Using Darcy for COVID at all US locations

Temperature and Mask Detection

Fully integrated into their security badge 
system

Integrated into daily hot-desk solution

Reporting to facilities and security about site 
attendance

meetdarcy.com



Analyze customer visits using computer vision, 
AI, integrated tools and specialized analytics

Develop behavioral segments from individual 
customer path data

Measure swell times, level of engagement, 
path analysis, unique visitors

Link to CRM, advertising, couponing and sales 
data for a 360 comprehensive view

Darcy +Cognition perform 
retail path analysis for 
better customer insights

EXIT

PURCHASE

Segment 1 Segment 2 Segment 3


